Synopsis

Packed with all of the latest information from the 2008 National Electrical Code, the 2008 Doctor Watts is the #1 pocket electrical guide for electricians. Many new NEC tables, formulas, illustrations and detailed examples make this an indispensable on-the-job reference for anyone working with electricity. It even has laminated pages and built-in tabs for enhanced durability and usability.
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Customer Reviews

I have the 2007 version also. I like the yellow colors in this, its harder on the eyes but easier to read in low light. It isn't a silly quiz book like the useless Ugly's book. I've already had basic electronics and math, I want a quick ref for code, CAT-5 wiring, and motor hookups,. I dont want a fill-in-the-blank quiz section as 25% of Ugly's book is. Also, this POCKET book FITS IN YOUR POCKET. I cant even fit an Ugly's in my back pocket unless I went up 3 sizes from a 34" waist.

I find this book very handy, has most commonly used tables from NEC 08. The pages are very heavy laminate, not paper like the Ugly's. Also has other useful information like master bundle sizes of EMT and PVC. I would recommend this reference to a foreman or a journeyman looking for a small quick reference guide.

I am sure the spiral bound book is a great book as the reviews have said but as i got my package today i found a different item then what I ordered!! I paid $18 roughly for the 2008 NEC index tabs because according to the customer service rep they are out stock for the book but the webpage a
week later still shows it in stock!!!! yes they gave me back my money but it doen't help that i didn't get my study material!!

I love this little book. I have shown it to friends who use the "other book" and they love it too.

Has a lot of commonly used NEC codes and tables. Also very easy to use
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